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Antarctica is a continent of immense power and beauty.  
It is the only place on Earth that belongs to everyone and 
we are all responsible for its future.

An island continent isolated from other lands by the 
stormiest ocean on Earth, Antarctica’s cold, salty waters are 
home to some of the world’s smallest and largest creatures. 
Its massive ice sheet, under continuous movement, covers 
all but a few mountain peaks. Here, fierce winds form and 
make their rapid descent back to the ocean.

In the summer, when the nights are as light as the days, 
all the colours of the Earth can be seen reflected in the 
ocean, ice and sky. In winter, when it is always dark and 
the temperature drops to the lowest on Earth, the waters 
around Antarctica freeze and often the sky dances with the 
light of the aurora australis.

It is not just a frozen land at the end of our world, but 
a powerful force for our climate on Earth. By studying 
Antarctica, we have learnt and are learning so much  
more about our planet and its systems.

Nations have come together to protect Antarctica’s great 
wilderness and have declared it a natural reserve devoted 
to peace and science. All nations in Antarctica work 
cooperatively and exchange knowledge. Exploitation of  
its resources is banned and no military activity is allowed.

Find out more about Antarctica by reading this publication 
and taking part in the activities. 

Have fun!
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Antarctic Life is a game you can play with two or more players. You will need a die and each player will need something to use as a counter, a pencil and a piece of paper.

You are on an expedition, but the other players are also part of an expedition too, and you can share your information, as you would in Antarctica. This game is not about racing your opponents 
to the end, but a game of cooperation and exploration.

You have three choices for playing the game. Depending on how many players you have, this may change your plan for each game. With two players, you may choose to play opposite sides of 
the game, and use the same or create different expedition times for each side of the game. Or play the entire game with more players, following the same pathways, using the same expedition 
times. 

You can choose to:

• Start on the left, at the station, move over the ice sheet, then on a ship through the ice and back to the station. 
• Start at the small boat on the right, take a dive or send down instruments through the ocean, then travel back by boat to where you started. 
•  Start on the left, at the station, move either over the ice or through the ocean, then travel to the other side of the game, via the ship, and complete either route to the small boat at the top right.



Whichever route you choose, you need to end at the same place to complete your expedition. Players can also move together along the same paths. As you travel through the game, 
you will need to follow any instructions and write down any information from the activities you land on. 

Before starting, move your counter to your home station or boat. The order of play is determined by throwing the die. The player with the highest score goes first and also must throw 
the die three times (adding the numbers together) to determine the number of days your expedition should take. Double this number if you play the entire game. Write this number 
on top of each player’s piece of paper.

Throw the die and in turn move the amount shown, following any instructions you land on.  There is no penalty for landing on another player, but you must share one piece of infor-
mation each, or create one, (looking at where you are in the game and what you may wish to do) and then add this to your lists. Write down any information you collect when you 
land on the Antarctic symbol.

To complete your expedition, you must wait till you can throw the correct number you need to land there. Add one day for each unsuccessful throw. Wait for other players to finish 
and compare notes.

How much information did you collect and share? How close were you to your original expedition schedule? Each time you play it will be different, just like every expedition.   
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Diagrams:
Page 1:  Gondwana diagram adapted 
from LA Lawler, LM Gahagan and IWD 
Dalziel.  Page 2: Antarctic cross section 
from Glaciological and Geophysical Folio, 
Professor DJ Drewry.  Page 3: Circumpolar 
Current diagram from CSIRO.

Page 1 – Fossilised fern
 
Page 2 – 13 million km2, 20 million km2, 
90%, 91%, 70%, 2.4 km, 4.7 km, -89.6°C, 
320 km, 12, 35°C
 
Page 3 – 1. Atlantic, 2. Pacific, 3. Indian;  
1. Heard, 2. Macquarie, 3. Kerguelen,  
4. Scott, 5. Antipodes, 6. Campbell
 
Page 6 – Killer whale; moss, lichen, snow, 
algae, mite; 3M, 85 approx, 1 M, 40 years, 
4 tonnes, 4000 years
 
Page 7 – Answer = C; doctor, carpenter, 
electrician, plumber, mechanic, chef; 
Spot the differences: bird missing, cloud 
changed, flag missing, extra box of 
supplies, husky’s fur darker, husky’s tail 
shorter
 
Page 8 – 1. Mining/oil exploration,  
2. Illegal fishing, 3. Discarded material,  
4. Commercial interests, 5. Pollution,  
6. Burning materials, 7. Rubbish, 
8. Too close to animals, 9. Introduced 
plants and seeds, 10. Not washing boots, 
cleaning clothes of foreign substances, 
11. Walking on lichens/moss,  
12. Introduction of foreign foods;  
Spot the differences: extra boat, added 
penguin, camera darkened, cloud added, 
extra ice in foreground, bird missing
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